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PLY-LO DRILLER
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PLY-LO DRILLER features an innovative new design drill point. This patent
pending design will speed penetration and reduce metal shavings and dust.
The PLY-LO DRILLER matches the speciﬁcations of the PLY-LO family of
fasteners with the addition of the PLY-LO DRILL POINT making it a fast
drilling fastener with superior pull out performance for all metal to wood
construction.


Innovative Patent Pending drill point design



Fast piercing drill point reduces dust and debris



Less prone to “walk” when drilled at a slight angle



All fasteners are thoroughly tested internally and by a 3RD PARTY



250 count job pack bags



EPDM bonded washer for superior seal



PLY-LO long life paint system featuring East Coast color matching
to assure your fasteners will be a perfect color match to any roll
former’s steel

Proper head size ensures drive stability, eliminating
fastener wobble and head stripping giving your
project a clean ﬁnished appearance
1/2” EPDM washer for a superior seal
Patent Pending PLY-LO Drill Point for faster drilling
every time, reducing installation time on the jobsite

The Original PLY-LO Hi-Low threads for easier
drilling and unrivaled holding power
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The FASTEST, SHARPEST, CLEANEST DRILLING FASTENERS available



Metal to Wood



Original PLY-LO Hi-Low Thread



All Fasteners Are Thoroughly Tested

PLY-LO AVERAGE PULLOUT 1” PENETRATION
TEST MATERIAL

SPF
DOUGLAS FIR
SOUTHERN PINE
15/32” PLYWOOD
19/32” PLYWOOD

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

ULTIMATE PULLOUT/LBS

.42
.50
.55
.45
.45

596
1028
1047
362
410

PLY-LO FASTENER STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS
SIZE
10

STEEL
C1018

TENSILE
2100 LBS

SHEAR
1400 LBS

TORSIONAL
65 IN-LBS

RC HARDNESS
48-54 28-38

HEAD
.250 max.

POINTS
.277 min.

WASHER
0.345

HEIGHT
0.143

MAJOR DIA
.194 - .201

MINOR DIA.
.135 - .150

Lumber for these tests is typical of the wood used in post frame construction. This lumber was not kiln dried.
Tighter grain structure would provide substantial increase in pullout values. Values with 1” penetration can vary
up to 1150 lbs, depending on wood density. We believe these are typical values found in ﬁeld applications.
These values are ultimate with no safety factors. Recommended minimum penetration is 1”.

Contact your EAST COAST
FASTENERS & CLOSURES
territory manager about
our QUICK SHIP PROGRAM!

FASTENERS & CLOSURES, INC.

Because of its ongoing commitment to product improvement, East Coast / Plyco
Corporation reserves the right to change, without notice, product speciﬁcations,
availability, prices and conditions of sale.

